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On the minimum number of empty






We describe a conguration related to Hortons constructions of n points in gen
eral position in the plane with less than n
 




empty quadrilaterals	 less than n
 
empty pentagons	 and less than n
 
 empty
hexagons It improves the constants shown by Barany and Furedi
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  Introduction
We say that a set P of points in the plane is in general position if no three points of
P lie on a line Erd	os and Szekeres 
ES  proved that for any k there is an integer
nk such that any set of nk points in general position in the plane contains k
points which are vertices of a convex kgon
We call a subset A of k points in P an empty kgon if the convex hull of A
contains no point of P in its interior Erd	os 
Er  asked whether the following
sharpening of the Erd	osSzekeres theorem is true Is there an Nk such that any
set of Nk points in general position in the plane contains an empty kgon He
pointed out that N   and Harborth 
Ha  proved N   On the other
hand Horton 
Ho  showed that Nk does not exist for k    The question
about the existence of N is still open
Denote by f
k





jP j  n and P is in general positiong Katchalski and Meir 
KM  proved that











Ho  constructed congurations giving f
k




































They proved the upper bounds only when n is a power of  However one
can prove them with a bit more eort for any integer n To show the upper bounds
Barany and Furedi used the construction of Horton 
Ho  giving f
k
n   for k  

In Section  we describe two simple random congurations where the expected



























Note that the construction in Section  is a simplied version of a complicated
construction which gives still a bit better estimations see also remark at the end of
the paper
Minimum number of empty polygons in planar point sets 
 Random constructions
Barany and Furedi 
BF  proved that the following random construction gives a
similar upper bound of f
 
n as Hortons construction














 Then the expected






g is at most n

On log n
In the following we show that another random construction gives a similar result
Theorem  Let K be a bounded convex area in the plane Let P be a set of n points
placed randomly with uniform distribution and independently inside K Then the
expected number of empty triangles in P is at most n

 n
















by lDene the axes so that p
i
 
  and p
j
 
l  Let S
ij
be the











 the vertex p
k
lies obviously inside S
ij











is an empty triangle can be easily estimated
For any real number y dene the line segment I
y
 f
x y    x  lg and let
jI
y
 Kj denote the length of the line segment I
y










































































is the longest side is at most

n
n    and the overall expected number








The method from the proof of Theorem  can be extended to the higher dimen
sion for the counting of the number of empty simplices
Note that the estimations of the number of empty triangles for the above three
congurations Hortons construction the random constructions from Theorems 
and  are the best possible in the sense that the expected number of empty




 In Section  we show a conguration
with a smaller number of empty triangles
 Construction
We start with Hortons construction For any positive integer n we will dene a
point setHn of n points InHn the set of the rst coordinates is just f   n
g First we dene by induction a set Hn when n is a power of  Let H 
f g and H  f   g When Hn is dened set
Hn  fx y  x y  Hng 	 fx  y  d
n
  x y  Hng
where the numbers d
n




  These sets Hn are just
the sets dened by Horton 
Ho  Now let n be a positive integer and let n

be
the least power of  which is not smaller than n Set
Hn  fx y  Hn

  x  ng
All ycoordinates of points of Hn are smaller than 
n
 The building blocks of
our construction are sets Qn which are obtained from Hn by replacing each




y Obviously all points of Qn lie in the  
n

neighborhood of the xaxis   n

is no specic number it is only a
su ciently small positive number Now let m  n be a positive integer divisible
by  for simplicity We construct an mpoint set S
m























 Qn    Q





Qn  a b denotes the set Qn shifted by the vector a b So the points of
S
m
lie in the n

neighborhoods of points of the set S
m




N   	 N 


  where N  f     n  g Note now that
the number   n

is small enough in order that the set S
m
is combinatorially
equivalent to the set S
m
 except that the sets Q
i




    


  in the denition of S
m
were chosen to ensure that
eg no triangle with one point in Q

and two points in Q

is empty This and some
related properties are used in the proof of the Lemma below
Dene for any s    the following two sets
G
s





















 g  Q

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 j     n in the
order according to their xcoordinates First we estimate the sizes of the sets G
s

Each empty sgon g  G
s
 contains only one point of Q

and only one point of
Q

 For i j     n we can easily count the number of empty polygons g such






















g and g is one of the















































g and g is again one
of two certain triangles or a certain quadrilateral
If i 




































pairs fi jg such that i 





































































Now we estimate the sizes of the sets G
s
 Each empty sgon g  G
s

contains either one or two consecutive points from Q

 In the second case the points



























































































Consider now the empty sgons g  G
s
 containing only one point of the set
Q






























Each of these sets contains  triangles from G
 
  quadrilaterals from G


and one pentagon from G





















such sets each with two triangles from G
 
 and one quadrilateral
from G




























































































































































g A subset X of P is called open from below if
all the line segments connecting two points of X are open from below Analogously
we dene open from above
For any positive integer r denote by h

r




P  the number of rpoint
subsets in P empty from below and above respectively



















They proved the above inequalities when n is a power of  However one can
prove them for any positive integer n









Obviously all the above relations are satised for the set Hn as well as for the
sets Qn and Q
i
 i      For any s    and any r   r  s the number




with jG  Q

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This is carried out by the construction more precisely by the fact that the set Q

lies entirely above any line containing two points of Q

and similarly the set Q

lies































































































































































































































    n




















    n




















    n









































The proof that for any positive integer m not necessarily divisible by  there
is a set S
m
satisfying Theorem  requires only more computation
Remark The author 
Va  constructed for any n a set A
n
of n points in general
position in the plane with the following unrelated property The ratio between the
maximum and minimumdistance is at most "
p





 vertices of a convex polygon This is essentially the best possible
result Imre Barany suggested that the sets A
n
might be used to improve the best
known upper bound of f
 
n Indeed the set A
n
contains less than n

empty
triangles for any large n However the proof of this fact which we know is involved
and so we considered the simpler construction which gives slightly worse results
Acknowledgements The author thanks Imre Barany and Emmerich Welzl for
fruitful discussions
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